
         

 EAA MEETING
 08, SEPT, SAT. @ 10:00AM

     Here's hoping that all of our members are having a great holiday weekend enjoying the 
picnic's, BBQ and friends this last push of the summer season.    Now maybe the heat of this 
summer will finely start to settle down and get down under 100 degrees, and plans for the fall 
season will start to form.      Even though most of us plan on working with our aircraft projects 
when the warmer summer months come, the truth of the overwhelming heat knocks the strength 
out of us and we never seem to get as much finished as we had planned on doing.

      Every time a part or new component is completed, wouldn't it be nice to show off your work 
to the rest of our group, all your hard work can now be showed via our EAA Chapter Website.     
This next meeting our Web Master, Larry Moody will show us how to bring your progress and 
pictures to others so our members can follow along the building of your aircraft or rebuilding of 
an older aircraft.
      Our chapter website is a way for others in or out of the local chapter to see what or members 
are doing, plus this is also a great way to bring new members into our chapter, so  please think 
about it when working on your project!

LAST CHAPTER MEETING;

     Our last chapter meeting that was held on the 04, Aug. featured the Nellis AFB group with 
their yearly presentation, “Midair Collision Avoidance”, was that smallest chapter group that I 
remember, the gang from Nellis just about outnumbered all of the members who showed up.
       Lot of food that was made by members just sat there and went back home instead of being 
eaten, it looked more like an abandon picnic then a meeting, but guess that is the way things go 
when you have a very small amount of chapter members to start with and the no-show factor is 
high.     Our guests from the airbase took it all in stride and after the presentation was finished 
we all had a very nice lunch.
       We would like to thank all of out members and friends who showed up on that meeting for 
the food and the Q & A's that were presented.   Thanks to Jo Ann & Glenna for all the chow and 
effort they put forth!

       Also we would like to thank Joe for all the work on the name and email addresses he has put 
together for the members list, it will grow and help our members contact others in our club when 
needed.    Joe is our Chapter's Secretary, and has been trying to get information on all of our 



members and friends to add to our roster to be able to make it very easy for other members to 
contact anyone in the chapter.   Plus it will make it easy to see what aircraft they had or are 
building just at a glance at the roster, so please make sure that Joe has all of your information on 
hand and is entered in the Chapters Roster!

PRESIDENTS INFO;

      By now all members and friends have received information on the up coming EAA Young 
Eagles Rally which will be held in the month of October, and you would have also received info 
on the next several months of chapter meetings.    As all can see, we have a lot of activities 
planned for the up coming fall and winter months so please take time and look at the mailed 
schedules.
    
       I have stated before in this newsletter about the small amount members which we have on the 
books, so when we ask for persons to volunteer please remember that we have a small pool to ask 
and pick from.    All the chapter officers understand that family comes first and there is more in 
each of our life’s then here at the airport and meetings, so this is why the same ladies bake and 
bring the food, do the setups, the same persons who are chapter officers, these along with others 
who give of there time when events are planned, so please understand that some times people get 
burned out and need a break.   So if you can help with a meeting project or an event, or help with 
food and setup,.....it is appreciated!!!! 

THIS SATURDAY'S MEETING;

       As stated before, Larry is going to show the members how to include your pictures into the 
chapters website, plus for all those who have not had the chance to look around a stick and rag 
aircraft for awhile I will haul over to the Wagner’s hanger the fuselage for the Fisher 101 that has 
been in my hanger for about 50 years or so and has been worked on very slowly to get it ready to 
fly sometime this fall if everything goes according to plan!
        Larry has been having a few problems with the weight and balance on his Fisher 303 but 
soon to be fixed with the addition of a two cylinder engine.

         So I will see you on Saturday at 10:00am at the Wagner's home on the corner of Helicopter 
Ave. and Intercepter,  and please come a little early so the meeting can start on time.

                                                 Thanks, Bob  

        


